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• Converse: Most Americans do not think ideologically, instead

think along group interest (e.g., doesn’t like Bush because
senior citizens will lose health care), nature of the times
(associate Dems/Reps with good/bad times), or no issue
content (e.g., Bush seems like a cool guy to have a beer with)
• Main conclusion: Americans do not use liberal to conservative

dimension to organize political thinking
• Attitude constraint: Degree to which belief is predictive of

another belief, or connected to an overarching ideology
• Converse found very low attitude constraint across 4 domestic

issues, and 3 foreign affairs issue. Belief constraint higher
among elites
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• Public support for the fed gov’t to ensure desegregated

schools; ensure that African Americans not discriminated
against in housing and employment exhibited much higher
levels of constraint
• Other schools argue that social groups play such an important

role in society that group-linked political thinking should be
considered ideological
• Black political ideology (Dawn & Harris-Lacewell): Range of

political ideology among African Americans that do not map
neatly onto liberal-conservative dimensions, but these
ideologies influence public opinion
• Key Components of black political ideology: Radical

egalitarianism; black nationalism; black feminism; black
conservatism; disillusioned liberalism
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• Converse’s work led to development and refinement of Elite

Democratic theory. Assumes public is neither engaged in nor
well informed about politics
• Converse’s work received much attention not well received by

all given its democratic implications
• Many of Converse’s findings have withstood with passage of

time, despite arguments that:
• Political environment of the 1950s
• Question wording problems
• Survey method itself not reflective of “real world”
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• Despite Converse’s findings, other scholars have found that

ideology can be predictive of issue stances
• Conservatives more supportive of increased spending on

military/defense and crime, tax cuts, and the death penalty
• Liberals more supportive of social welfare policy,

environmental protection, abortion, and gay rights, and
fighting global warming/climate change
• Heuristics: a shortcut used to make reasonable policy choices

absent detailed information or ideological thinking
• Knowing a candidate’s Party ID (Democrat, Republican) is a

heuristic; knowing that Rush Limbaugh is a right-wing
commentator is a heuristic
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• May contribute to a potential rise in ideological

constraint/thinking
• Has led to increase partisan polarization
• Citizens now have many choices for strictly liberal or

conservative news (radio, tv, internet)
• Growth has occurred more on conservative side: Limbaugh;

Sean Hannity; Bill O’Reilly
• But is increasing on the left with MSNBC: Rachel Maddow,

Chris Matthews
• NPR most “unbiased” news source IMHO
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• Public opinion shaped by many things: personality,

self-interest, values, historical events, and groups
• Group centrality supports pluralist theorists because they view

role of groups central to democratic process (i.e., interest
groups)
• Group Membership: “Refers to the assignment of an

individual into a particular group based on characteristics that
are specific to that group in accordance with widely held
intersubjective definitions”
• Group based on ascription – how others describe a person

based on social norms and legal definitions; rather than on a
person’s own identification with a group
• Most common and most salient groups in American society

are race/ethnic, age, gender
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Ways of Analyzing Group Membership

• Scholars examine groups in two ways:
• What members of the group think, and how that varies

between groups.
• What members of a group think about members of another

group
• Attitudes toward groups: Broad concept that includes

citizens’ prejudice toward and stereotypes about groups, as
well as id with groups

Attitude Variation by Group

Table : Differences in White and Black Attitudes (Dawson et al, 2006)
Question
Approve of decision to go to Iraq War
Protesting war is unpatriotic
Federal gov’t should spend whatever’s necessary to rebuild and restore people to their
homes in Katrina’s aftermath
Federal gov’t response faster if victims had
been white
Racial equality in U.S. never achieved or at
least not in respondent’s life
Federal gov’t should apologize for slavery
Support reparations for slavery

Black
39
17
79

White
66
45
33

Difference
37
28
36

84

20

64

78

34

44

79
71

17
3

62
68
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is the study of racial prejudice and its impact on policy
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• One school of thought: Difference between old-fashioned

racism (OFR) and new racism. OFR set of beliefs about
innate inferiority of black Americans, which served as
justification for segregation, slavery
• Over time, theories behind OFR were discredited by scientific

research; thus, these days, citizens less likely to express OFR
racial attitudes
• Today, 90% of Americans oppose laws against racial

intermarriage; whereas only 40% opposed such laws in 1964
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• Racial resentment: Preoccupied with matters of moral

character, informed by the virtues associated with the
traditions of individualism. At its core, the contention is that
blacks do not try hard enough to overcome the difficulties
they face and that they take what they have not earned.
(Kinder and Sanders)
• Can explain white opposition to affirmative action
• Thus, instead of blaming biological/genetic factors for black

inferiority, racial resentment blames lack of work ethic for
continued inequality between blacks and whites in society
• White citizens with more racial resentment more opposed to

race-targeted policies
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• Set of beliefs about race whereby people

covertly/unconsciously view an entire race as symbolized by
an abstract group with certain negative attributes (e.g., fill in
negative stereotype here); rather than as a collection of
specific individuals
• The result is a dehumanizing of people. Think of how

people/media often talk about undocumented immigrants as
“illegals.” If you don’t believe me, read the blog posts on any
article about immigration reform.
• Like racial resentment, publicly displayed racist attitudes are

no longer acceptable, thus prejudice has gone underground
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• Five characterizing themes:
• Racial prejudice and discrimination no longer exists
• Any black-white differences in economic outcomes is a result

of black people’s lack of motivation
• Black anger over inequality is unjustified since they are

unwilling to work to get what they want
• Blacks seek special favors rather than working to get ahead
• Relative to whites, blacks have been getting more than they

deserve
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Racialization of Issues
• Race-neutral policies: Policies that affect citizens regardless of

race. EG: gov’t assistance to help the poor
• Race-coded policies: Ostensibly race neutral, yet have been

linked with black Americans in minds of white citizens (Gilens)
• Welfare: Whites who endorse the stereotype that blacks are

lazy more likely to oppose welfare
• Racial makeup of the “poor” in magazines changed in the mid

1960s from white to black. Representation of blacks jumped
from 27% of poor in 1964 to 72% in 1967
• Racialization of poverty: Enduring depictions of poor

over-represented as blacks helps explain why stereotype about
black work ethic persists.
• Opposition to Obamacare more race-based than Hillarycare

(Tessler 2012)
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Group Consciousness among African-Americans
• Group Consciousness: Politicized awareness of how

membership in a particular group shapes the “lives and
fortunes” of individuals. Made up of group identity and
perceived discrimination. (Dawson; Tate)
• Racial Identity: The degree to which one perceives their fate

directly tied to the fate of their race. Racial identity
important determinant of policy opinions, such as social
welfare and gov’t assistance
• Linked Fate: Dawson’s reference that people’s life chances are

tied to the fate of their group. Dawson argues that blacks use
info. about how their race is doing to understand their
position in society
• This is called the black utility heuristic: As long as race

remains dominant in determining the lives of individuals
blacks, it is ‘rational’ for blacks to follow group cues.
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• Surveys in the 1980s-90s showed that 80% of blacks agreed:

“what happens generally to Black people in this country will
have something to do with what happens to me.”
• 2006 Latino National Survey; 78% of Latinos agreed: “what

happens generally to Latinos will have at least a little effect
on my life.”
• Pan-ethnic identity: Degree to which immigrants are tied to

their own national origin group (e.g., Mexican-Americans,
Irish Americans, Chinese Americans, etc.)
• Lower level of linked fate among Asian Americans that blacks

and Latinos (2008 data). Asian-Americans have significantly
lower levels of party identification than other groups.
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• Ideology does not inform most peoples’ political thinking
• Five factors might influence attitudes: Personality,

self-interest, values, historical events, and group attitudes
(Kinder)
• More positive view of the mass public: citizens capable of

holding reasoned, complex opinions derived from meaningful
political factors such as group identity and values
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Personality Trait: Self-Interest
• Seems intuitive that opinions/attitudes will flow from one’s

own self-interest, but the connections are actually quite weak,
consider:
• Rich liberal elites often support a strong safety net
• Poor rural voters often support limited taxation
• So for some issues, racial prejudice might trump self-interest,

or something else
• However, some issues matter for self-interest: Homeowners

favor property tax cuts than non homeowners
• Smokers more oppose to cigarette taxes and bans on smoking

than non smokers. And I’d wager to guess that pot-smokers
more likely to support legalization of marijuana, but maybe
not growers

Makers and Takers: Washington state
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• Values: General and enduring standards. Abstract beliefs

about how the world should work. Similar to Zaller’s
predispositions
• Egalitarianism: Belief that citizens should be equal regardless

of personal characteristics. In U.S., equality of opportunity,
not necessarily outcomes. People should all have the chance
to make something of themselves.
• Individualism: Belief that citizens should get ahead by virtue

of their own hard work; “pull themselves up by their
bootstraps” (what if you don’t wear shoes with shoelaces?)
• Moral traditionalism: Underlying predispositions on traditional

family and social organization (mother does X, father does Y)

